
How Kailua Labs helped
Storey ship an AI stylist
and save months of
development time
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Of the 100 billion garments produced yearly,
92 million tonnes end up in landfills.

That's the equivalent of a garbage truck
dumping a full load of clothes in a landfill
every second.



Creating a sustainable
fashion economy

Storey's mission is to reduce this waste by
helping people digitize their wardrobes.

And have fun doing it.



Nicole Kobilansky, Storey
CEO, envisioned digitized
wardrobes making clothes
more wearable, shareable,

searchable, and re-sellable.  



The need for 
differentiation
Storey also wanted to help users be
more creative with their clothes
and leverage the community for
inspiration.

To do this, they imagined an AI
stylist guiding their users.



The Challenge

Color
Patterns (if any)
Typical role
And anything else a user might ask

This AI stylist needed to analyze a photo of a piece
of clothing and "understand" multiple aspects of it:

Pulling this off while making it fast, smooth, and
intuitive would require deep expertise in
artificial intelligence and additional engineering
resources.

When Storey's CTO Tak Fung
met the Kailua Labs team, he
quickly realized the potential
of a partnership.



As a startup our resources and developers
need to be laser focused on mission critical
features and user product journeys. It would
be impossible for us without the deep
expertise required for this kind of feature to
try this ourselves, and we would probably
never have achieved the quality results that
Kailua Labs already has on offer.
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With Kailua's AI-powered media
platform, Storey could have clothing
pictures automatically analyzed and
cataloged; all through a simple API.

Storey chooses
Kailua Labs



This power led to Storey's Style Robot: an AI
assistant which helps users with outfit
recommendations and engage with like-
minded fashion lovers.

The result: a magical
experience for users



With Kailua, Storey delivered
cutting-edge features to its users
while staying focused on its core
product and brand message of
sustainability and community.



"It was clear to us that what Kailua was
offering would really make the experience
'magical' for the people who are after this
feature.There would simply be no way that
we could have done what Kailua has done in
any reasonable time."
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Ready to deliver amazing
content experiences to
your users? 
Contact us today to start exploring
hello@kailualabs.com


